HAITI 6/21-28, 2017

One Week Until We Go!
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Nancy will be working with
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again.

interested in evangelism. She
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will teach them how to do
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to
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the week working with them in
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“Put on the full armor of God, so

the village of Valbrune. They will

spiritual battle and how to love
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1.

Protection for the team;
that they would be healthy,
safe, and filled with joy.
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Rachel and Nancy will get

this too. Besides asking them

to spend time with their

how they have been using these

sponsor children, and Sherelle
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over.
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2. For God to prepare the
hearts of the Haitian
students to be open and

faith.
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3. Completion of the followThis is a photo of the
new house that was
built after hurricane
Matthew destroyed
Nancy’s sponsor
children’s house last
fall. Many from Forcey
donated to make it
happen. Thank you!!!
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